New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Supernatural: Season 15 and Final Season The epic journey of the Winchester
brothers come to a close as Supernatural enters its fifteenth and final season. Sam
(Jared Padalecki) and Dean (Jensen Ackles) and the angel Castiel (Misha Collins) have
battled demons and angels, mythical creatures and monsters, in a seemingly unending
quest to save the world. But in the final battle of the show’s 14th season, they faced off
against God Himself (Rob Benedict) – refusing to kill their surrogate nephilim son Jack
(Alexander Calvert), and thus bringing about God’s decision to end this reality once and
for all. Contains the final 20 epic episodes from the landmark series’ final season, as well
as a bonus disc loaded with over two hours of special features including the special
retrospective episode Supernatural: The Long Road Home. Also on the bonus disc, and
exclusive to Blu-ray and DVD, are two all new featurettes, deleted scenes and a gag reel.
Warner
Infinity Train: Book Two The second season focuses on the emancipated Mirror Tulip
("MT"), now on the run from enforcers attempting to execute her as punishment for
abandoning her role as Tulip's reflection. She teams up with Jesse, a new train
passenger, as well as Alan Dracula, a silent deer with a variety of powers..With all 10
episodes from the second season and over an hour of bonus features including
commentaries, animatics, and an image gallery! Warner
Mission Impossible 25th Anniversary A former Russian spy selling international
intelligence on the black market... a list containing names of the top undercover agents
in the world... a corrupt agent doubling for an unknown organization... a mysterious
arms dealer... a spy agency ready to disavow the actions or existence of any of its
members captured or killed... and one man on a mission which seems impossible...
Cast: Tom Cruise, Jon Voight, Vanessa Redgrave, Ving Rhames, Jean Reno, Kristin Scott
Thomas, Emmanuelle Beart, Henry Czerny, Emilio Estevez. Director: Brian De Palma. The
newly remastered Collector’s Edition Blu-ray includes an exclusive car decal and a
gallery of the original trailers for the first six Mission: Impossible films. The disc also
includes the following previously released bonus content: Blu-ray Mission: Remarkable
– 40 Years of Creating the Impossible, Mission: Explosive Exploits, Mission: Spies Among
Us, Mission: Catching the Train, Mission: International Spy Museum, Mission: Agent
Dossiers, Excellence in Film: Cruise, Generation: Cruise , Photo Gallery, Theatrical
Trailers, Mission: Impossible Teaser, Mission: Impossible Trailer & TV Spots. Paramount
Tom & Jerry The Movie A legendary rivalry reemerges when Jerry moves into New York
City's finest hotel on the eve of the wedding of the century, forcing the desperate event
planner to hire Tom to get rid of him. As mayhem ensues, the escalating cat-and-mouse
battle soon threatens to destroy her career, the wedding, and possibly the hotel itself.
Warner
Trigger Point A disgraced U.S. operative who suffered memory loss at the hands of his
captors gets dragged back into the deadly spy world when a colleague goes missing.
He needs all of his skills to find her, but to uncover the truth, he must remember the
past. Screen Media
Genndy Tartakovsky's Primal First Season From the mind of Genndy Tartakovsky, the
visionary creator behind the Emmy® award-winning series Samurai Jack, comes a new
tale that follows a caveman at the dawn of evolution as he forms an unlikely friendship
with an almost extinct dinosaur. With suspense, heartbreak, excitement, love and fear
all without a single word of dialogue, the series is a painting come to life, relying solely
on music and graphic imagery to tell the story of two unlikely allies as they navigate
through a treacherous world. After bonding over unfortunate tragedies, they seem to
become each other's only hope of survival against a common enemy. Warner
The Vault When an engineer learns of a mysterious, impenetrable fortress hidden
under the Bank of Spain, he joins a crew of master thieves who plan to steal the
legendary lost treasure while the whole country watches the World Cup. With
thousands of soccer fans cheering in the streets, and security forces closing in, the crew
has just minutes to pull off the score of a lifetime. Paramount
The Lovebirds On the brink of breaking up, a couple gets unintentionally embroiled in
a bizarre murder mystery. As they get closer to clearing their names and solving the
case, they need to figure out how they, and their relationship, can survive the night.
Paramount
Eat Wheaties Sid Straw leads a dull life until he accidentally stalks an old college
classmate, actress Elizabeth Banks, on social media. With each failed attempt to prove
he knows her, Sid rediscovers more of himself and the true meaning of friendship.
Paramount

